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Abstract

Even though impressive progress has been made in the area ofoptimizing and parallelizing array-based
programs, the application of similar techniques to programs using pointer data structures has remained
difficult. Unlike arrays which have a small number of well-defined properties, pointers can be used to
implement a wide variety of structures which exhibit a much larger set of properties. The diversity of
these structures implies that programs with pointer data structures cannot be effectively analyzed by
traditional optimizing and parallelizing compilers.

In this paper we present a new approach that leads to the improved analysis and transformation of
programs with recursively-defined pointer data structures. Our approach is based on a mechanism for
the Abstract Description of Data Structures (ADDS). ADDS is a simple extension to existing imperative
languages (such as C) that allows the programmer to explicitly describe the important properties of a
large class of data structures. These abstract descriptions may be used by the compiler to achieve more
accurate program analysis in the presence of pointers, which in turn enables and improves the application
of numerous optimizing and parallelizing transformations.

We present ADDS by describing various data structures, wediscuss how such descriptions can be used
to improve analysis and debugging, and we supply three important transformations enabled by ADDS.

1 Introduction and Motivation

The theory of dependence [KBC"''74] and dependence testing is a critical component of modern optimizing
and parallelizing compilers [Ken90]. A lack of dependences within a code fragment is what generally enables
the application of a particular performance-enhancing transformation. In scientific and other codes which

make heavy use of arrays, accurate dependence analysis of array references is of paramount importance to
increasing performance. Considerable work has thus been done in this area, with good results [Ban79, Wol82,
A1I83, BC86, PW86, AK87, Ban88, ZBG88, ZC90].

Unfortunately, there has not been as much progress in the areaof analyzing and transforming codes that
use pointer data structures. Unlike arrays which havea small numberof well-defined properties, pointers can

'This work supported in part by (1) a DARPA ResearchAssistantship in ParallelProcessingadministeredby the Institute for
AdvancedComputer Studies, Universityof Maryland, and (2) The LeonardoFibonacciInstitute, Trento, Italy. Correspondence
should be directed to this author (jhummel®ics.uci.edu).
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be used to implement a wide variety ofstructures that exhibit a much more diverse set ofproperties. This is
problematic, since numerous datastructures in imperative programs—linked-lists and trees for example—are
naturally built using pointers. Furthermore, such data structures are used not only in symbolic processing,
but with the growing popularity of Ada, C, and now FORTRAN 90, pointers are being used in scientific
codes as well (e.g. computational geometry [Sam90] and various tree-codes [App85, BH86]).

The goal of this paper is to investigate why the analysis of pointer data structures is more difficult than

the analysis of arrays, and then suggest a new mechanism which can make this analysis easier, more general,
and more accurate. In the next section, Section 2, we compare the analysis ofarrays to that ofa simple
pointer data structure, discuss previous work in the area of pointer analysis, and then use this information
to motivate our approach. In Section 3 we present our approach, ADDS, through a series of examples,
in Section 4 we discuss how it can be used to improve analysis and aid debugging, and then in Section 5
we demonstrate how our approach enables three important optimizing and parallelizing transformations.
Finally, in Section 6 we present our conclusions and ongoing work^.

2 The Challenge of Alias Analysis

In this section we discuss why the analysis of pointer data structures is more difficult than that of arrays,
summarize related work, and introduce a new approach that is both more general and more accurate.

2.1 Why is Pointer Analysis Harder?

Consider the following two code fragments, where a and b are arrays ofsize N and p and q are pointers:

for i = 1 to H

aCi] = aCi] + bCj] ;

p = list.head;
lor i = 1 to list.length

{ p->data = p->data + q->data;
p = p->next;

}

The left code fragment adds theelement bCj] to each element ofarray a. Since arrays have the property that
aCi] and a[i+c] refer to different locations ifc ^ 0, the compiler can immediately determine from this code
fragment that each iteration refers to different locations ofa. Further, arrays are usually statically allocated,
and it is straightforward to determine that the arrays a and b occupy disjoint memory areas. Hence no
loop-carried dependences can exist, implying that the iterations are independent. It also becomes obvious

that b[j] is loop-invariant. These observations allow the compiler to perform a number of optimizations,
including (1) transforming the loop in dealt fashion or by applying software pipelining, and (2) loading b[j]
into a register before the loop begins.

Now consider the right code fragment, which operates on a linked-list. This code traverses a list p, and
at each step adds the value q-->data to the node currently being visited. In this case, the properties of the
structure are not obvious from the code fragment. For example, unless the compiler can determine that the

^Note that this paper isa synthesis and extension ofprevious work [HHN92a, HHN92b].



list is acyclic, it must conservatively assume that each iteration oftheloop may refer to thesame node p. This
will create a false loop-carried dependency, and hinder the profitable application of loop transformations.
Secondly, since the nodes are dynamically allocated, it is much more difficult to determine if p and q refer
to different memory areas. Hence the compiler must conservatively assume that p and q could refer to the
same memory location, and thus will be unable to detect if q->data is loop-invariant. As a result, even
though this code fragment performs a function similar to the array-based version, traditional optimizing and
parallelizing compilers will be unable to apply similar transformations.

2.2 Previous Work

There are essentially three ways of handling alias analysis in the presence of pointers. The compiler can:
(I) assume the most conservative case, that a pointer can point anywhere in memory and thus may alias
any variable, (2) automatically determine all aliases, or (3) provide a language-based approach where the
programmer provides information about aliasing.

The most significant work has been directed towards approach (2), where in the case ofdynamic pointer
data structures, this requires that the compiler automatically discover some abstraction which describes the
structure. One class of approaches is the development of structure estimation techniques that attempt to
statically approximate dynamically-allocated data structures with an abstract graph. The most commonly
used abstraction has been k-limiied gT&phs [JM81], with many variations [LH88a, LH88b, HPR89, CWZ90,
LR92]. The major disadvantage of these techniques is that the approximation introduces cycles into the
abstraction, and thus list-like or tree-like data structures cannot be distinguished from data structures
that truly contain cycles. The work by Chase et al. [CWZ90] has addressed this problem to some degree;
however, their method fails to find accurate structure estimates in the presence of general recursion (a
common programmer strategy given recursively-defined data structures).

Asecond approach is toapproximate some properties ofthe datastructure, and then use these properties
to infer aliasing information. One example ispath matrix analysis [HN90, Hen90], designed tospecifically deal
with distinguishing tree-like datastructures from DAG-like (shared) and graph-like (cyclic) structures. This
technique provides a more accurate analysis of lists and trees even in the presence of recursion; however, it
fails in the presence ofcyclic data structures. A morerecent exampleproduces abstractions ofdata structures
based on right-regular equivalence relations [Deu92].

Finally, there have been numerous other approaches solving similar problems. Guarna has proposed an
intraprocedural dependence test which assumes acyclic structures [GGGJ88]. Harrison originally proposed
abstract interpretation techniques to perform dependence analysis for list-like structures commonly used in
Scheme programs [Har89], while more recently he has been developing a uniform mechanism for handling
both symbolic data and arrays [HA92]. The expense and accuracy of these methods in not yet clear.
Loeliger et al. have developed a technique for tracking pointers to scalars and arrays, but not dynamic
data structures [LiMSSQl]. Other related analyses include automatic type inferencing and lifetime analysis
[ISY88, RM88, Bak90, Deu90, WH92], as well as run-time data structure analysis [HL92].

In summary, even though each of above approaches works well for certain specific problems and certain



classes of pointer data structures, they undoubtably fail in the presence of more general, possibly cyclic
structures. For this reason language-based approaches are appealing, for these can potentially deal with the
many special cases ofdata structures that often arise in practice. They do however represent a compromise,
since the programmer must supply what the compiler cannot determine.

The mostcommon approach is that of code annotations, which generally are also the mostdifficult to use
due to the varied kinds of information that must be conveyed to the compiler. For example, the programmer
may need tospecify the datadependences [Lar89], the transformation to apply [Cor], or the "distinctness" of
data [KKK90]. Annotations also suffer from the problem that the compiler typically takes these annotations
on blind faith, and so is unable to warn the programmer if a coding change invalidates an annotation; this
is true for the first two approaches [Lar89, Cor], while the third approach suggests that the system can
perform dynamic checks provided that the programmer uniquely "tags" each node (KKK90]. Finally, code
annotations have the added disadvantage that they must be repeated throughout the program to maximize
performance.

Arelated, but much less common approach is thatofdatastructure annotations. Larus [Lar89] discussed
a technique for describing acyclic structures in LISP; these were code annotations which conveyed the
acyclicness of a data structure to the compiler. Another technique is to allow the programmer to define
various properties ofa structure via assertions supplied as part ofits declaration [Sno89]. Though useful for
documentation and debugging, these assertions do not aid analysis since the compiler does not understand
their implication.

Finally, other language-based approaches include the effect system in the language FX [LG88], the strips
mechanism for parallelizable lists [Sol90], and the approachof FORTRAN 90 in which all variables accessible
through pointers must be explicitly declared as either pointers or targets [MR90].

2,3 Our Approach

The class ofall pointer data structures can be viewed as shown in Figure 1. The innermost category repre
sents those structures acyclic lists and trees—which can be analyzed most easily with existing automatic
approaches. The next larger category denotes structures which may share substructures or contain cycles,
but more importantly also exhibit regular properties amenable to optimization and parallelization. It is this
class of data structures that we are targeting.

Based on our past experience of developing structure estimation techniques for the class of acyclic list
and tree-like datastructures, and the failure ofother automatic approaches to accurately analyze structures
outside this class, we believe that a lack of appropriate data structure declarations is the most serious

impediment to the further improvement of alias analysis in the presence ofpointers. For example, consider
the following two recursive type declarations:

type BinTree

{ Data_t data;
BinTree ♦left;

BinTree *right;
>;

type TwoWayList

{ Data_t data;
TwoWayList *next;

TwoWayList »prev;

>;



All Pointer Data Structures

Structures with Regular Properties

Acyclic Lists and Trees

Figure 1: Classification of pointer data structures.

These declarations appear identical to the compiler (each declares a record with three fields, one integer and
two recursive pointers), yet the naming conventions imply very different structures to a programmer. More

importantly, each structure possesses very different properties which the compiler could exploit. The idea

of our approach is simply to make such implicit information explicit and available to the compiler. This
will lead to more general and more accurate analysis in the presence of pointers, which in turn will enable

or improve the application of optimizingand parallelizing transformations (as well as allow the compiler to

generate warnings and run-time checks during the creation and use of such dynamic data structures).

Thus, we have developed an approach for the Abstract Description of Data Structures, czilled ADDS.

In this approach the programmer is given a means of describing the properties of his or her data structures

to the compiler, in a way that is intuitive and requires only minimal, localized annotation. The ADDS

mechanism is a minor addition to existing imperative programming languages (e.g. C) yet can be used to
describe a wide variety of pointer data structures commonly found in imperative programs

What kind of information should the programmer provide for pointer data structures? Our approach is

based on the success of array analysis, in which the programmer specifies the number of dimensions (i.e. the
"shape" of the data structure) and the compiler understands the implication of "traversal" statements such

as j = i + 1 (that a[i] and aCj] must refer to different locations of a). In the next section, we shall see

how ADDS allows the programmer to express these same qualities of pointer data structures.

3 ADDS - Abstract Description of Data Structures

ADDS allows the programmer to describe the shape and traversal properties of recursive pointer data struc

tures. In this section wepresent ADDS by wayof illustrative examples. Wefirst develop an ADDS declaration

for a simpledata structure, then we discuss the general process of developing ADDS declarations, and finally

we present some examples of using ADDS to describe more complex structures".

^The discussion is intentionally informal; for a more formal deimition ofADDS and theproperties it defines, see (HHN92a].



3.1 An Introduction to ADDS — Linked-Llsts

We shall start with one ofthe most simple and fundamental pointer datastructures, the ubiquitous linked-
list. One application oflinked-lists is the representation ofsparse structures like polynomials. Apolynomial
can be denoted by a list of nodes, where each node in the list contains a coefficient and exponent. For
example, the polynomial 451x^^ + lOx^^ + 4 can be stored as follows:

451 31 10 13

In imperative programming languages such as C,a one-way linked-Iist is built out ofrecursively-defined,
dynamically-allocated nodes that have one or more fields for data, and a pointer field that points to the next
node in the list. For example, the following is one possible type declaration for nodes used to represent our
polynomial:

type PolyNode

{ int coef, exp;
PolyKode ♦next;

>:

Note that even though we have in mind a one-dimensional, acyclic data structure for our representation of
a polynomial, this type declaration does not express these properties. In fact, the data structures shown in
Figure 2 could also be built using this same PolyNode. Thus, we need some mechanism for distinguishing
the structures shown in Figure 2 from the structure we actually intended, shown in Figure 3 in its general
form.

Figure 2: Clockwise from right: random graph, circular list, and tournament list.

From Figure 3 we see that a one-way linked-list can be thought of as having only one "dimension"

(labeled X), where the head ofthe list is considered to be the "origin." The "direction" oftraversal is clearly
"forward," away from the origin, implying the structure is free of cycles. Finally, we see that each node is
pointed to by at most one other node; that is, along the Xdimension, there is a "unique" pointer into each



Figure 3: A generic one-way linked-list.

node. These properties of a one-way linked-list—namely a single dimension traversed in a uniquely acyclic
direction—are captured in the following ADDS declaration:

type OneWayList [X]
i Data_t data;

OneWayList *nezt is uniquely lorvard along X;
};

Thisdeclaration says that a OneWayList has one dimension called I, which is traversed by next in a uniquely
foruaurd manner. The keyword iorward declares an acyclic shape; in relation to Figure 2, this outlaws the

cycles present in both therandom graph and thecircular list. The use ofuniquely declares that at most only
one next field points to a given node; this invalidates the multiple pointers into nodes found in the random

graph and the tournament list. Thus, this ADDS declaration uniquely describes a one-way linked-list, while
also making explicit important properties needed for performing accurate analysis.

3.2 The Process of Developing an ADDS Declaration

In developing an ADDS declaration, the programmer should specify three types of information: the dimen
sions, the direction in which each pointer field traverses its dimension, and how the dimensions interact.

This is best accomplished by visualizing the data structure in a complete form, and selecting one node as the
origin. Dimensions are generally assigned to the different paths emanating from the origin, with typically
one dimension per path. Then, for each recursive pointer field /, the dimension and direction of traversal

are specified; the latter must be one of either forward, uniquely forward, backward, or unknown. A

forward traversal means that traversing / moves one unit away from the origin, and thus that / is acyclic.
A uniquely forward traversal means that / not only traverses forward, but for any given node n, at most
one node points to n using /; two or more fields may traverse in a combined uniquely forward way, in
which case at most one node points to n using at most one of the specified fields (thus creating a tree-like
effect). A backward traversal is defined as the exact inverse of a corresponding forward traversal, and an
unknown traversal is exactly that—unknown (and hence possibly cyclic). Finally, each dimension should
be denoted as either independent or dependent. A dimension D is independent if a forward traversal

along D leads to a substructure disjoint (i.e. "independent") from all others. Otherwise the dimension is

considered dependent (the default).

It should be noted once again that ADDS was designed to allow programmers to intuitively and accurately

describe common, and not so common, pointer data structures which possess some form of regularity (see
Section 2.3 and Figure I). The ADDS "language" reflects this goal. The notion of "forward" implies a sense



of acyclicness, and thus allows the definition of DAGs. "Uniquely forward" extends this notion to support
the definition of lists and trees. "Backward" is the opposite of forward, and thus implies the formation of
a cycle; in fact, backward captures the most common form of a cycle, namely those in which a forward and

then backward traversal lead back to the original node (consider a two-way linked-list). Finally, the notion
of "dimensions," and their different types, gives the programmer a handle for describing the composition of
his or her substructures (e.g. a list of "independent" sublists).

3.3 Developing ADDS Declarations for Complex Data Structures

The flexibility of ADDS can be illustrated by the declaration ofmore exotic recursive pointer data structures.

Typically such structuresexhibit multiple dimensions, and represent DAGs or graphs. We shallpresent three
such structures, in order of increasing complexity.

Down

Figure 4: A binary tree with parent pointers.

As illustrated in Figure 4, a binary tree often has parent pointers so that nodes can efficiently access their
parent. There exist two obvious ways of describing such a tree: either with two independent dimensions
(Left and Right), or withonedimension (Down). However, since the parent field p should traverse the same
dimension as the1 and r fields, the obvious choice is to declare a single dimension Down. In this case, we say
that 1 and r traverse Down in a combined uniquely forward direction, while p traverses Down in a backward
direction. Here is the complete ADDS declaration:

type PBinTree [Down]
{ Data_t data;

PBinTree ♦!, »r is uniquely forward along Down;
PBinTree «p is backward along Down;

>:

The ability to declare p as traversing backward is very important, since this accurately describes the cycles
present in the tree (recall that backward implies the exact inverse of forward). The fact that 1 and r traverse

in a combined uniquely forward direction is captured by combining their declaration. This guarantees the
treeness of the data structure, and hence the desirable disjointness properties that are critical for analysis
and transformation.

A simplified skip list, shown in Figure 5, is an example of a data structure with multiple, dependent
dimensions. In general, a skip list can be used in place of balanced binary trees to yield efficient data access
with less complicated coding [Pug90]. In this example, the n field allows the structure to be viewed as a



Figure 5: A simple skip list.

linked-list, and so n traverses its dimension Xin a uniquely forward direction. The s field can be used to

skip one or more elements in the list, thus allowing faster access to data farther away. Less obvious is that
the s field also traverses in a uniquely forward direction, although along a different dimension, namely Skip.
What is crucial to note is that the two dimensions are dependent, since neither Xnor Skip separates a skip
list into disjoint sublists; there exist nodes which can be reached by traversing along either dimension.

The properties of our simplified skip list are captured in the following ADDS declaration:

type SkipList [X][Skip]
•{ Data_t data;

SkipList »n is uniquely forward along X;
SkipList ♦s is uniquely forward along Skip;

>:

Note that unless otherwise stated, dimensions in an ADDS declaration are assumed to be dependent; such
a conservative nature is intentional. More importantly, note that even with its dependent dimensions, skip
lists still possess regular properties of interest to the compiler. For example, traversing along X, or along
Skip, is guaranteed to never visit the same node twice.

Down A

'A A

Leaves

Figure 6: A two-dimensional range tree.

Our last example is an interesting three-dimensional structure that contains an independent dimension.
This is the two-dimensional range tree [Sam90], used to einswer queries such as "find all points within the
interval xl.. .x2" or "find all points within the bounding rectangle (xl.yl) and (x2,y2)." As illustrated in



Figure 6, a two-dimensional {2-D) range tree is a binary tree of binary trees, where the leaves of each tree

are linked together to form a two-way (non-circular) linked-list. As discussed earlier for the case of binary
trees, there are two fields 1 and r that traverse along Down in a combined uniquely forward direction. Two

additional fields n and p are used to link the leaves together in a two-way linked-list; this forms the Leaves

dimension, where n traverses uniquely forward and p traverses backward. The fact that p traverses uniquely
backward can be derived from the fact that n is the only field traversing uniquely forward (along Leaves),
and thus the uniquely need not be specified for p. Finally, the field s is used to reach the subtrees hanging
off the interior nodes; this field traverses uniquely forward along what is called the Sub dimension.

Thus, a 2-D range tree has three ADDS dimensions: Down, Leaves, and Sub. The dimensions Down

and Leaves are clearly dependent, since breaking a Down link or a Leaves link will not yield two disjoint

substructures. However, Subis independent since any substructure reached by traversing alongSub is disjoint
from all other substructures. The following ADDS declaration expresses these properties of a 2-D range tree:

type TwoDRangeTree [Down][Sub][Leaves] where Sub is independent
i Data_t data;

TwoDRangeTree *1, ♦r is uniquely lorwaord along Down;
TwoDRangeTree *3 is uniquely forward along Sub;
TwoDRangeTree *n is uniquely forward along Leaves;
TwoDRangeTree *p is backward along Leaves;

>;

Among other things, this declaration conveys the important information that 1 and r form a tree, n and p

form a two-way (non-circular) linked-list, and traversing s yields an independent substructure.

3.4 Speculative Traversability

A useful property which ADDS data structures automatically inherit is that of speculative traversability.

Essentially, the traditional meaning of a NULL pointer is changed internally, so that NULL is now defined eis

a pointer to a special node n such that traversing NULL, or any pointer field in n, will always yield n. This

allows the compiler to insert extra (i.e. speculative) traversals from a data structure node without having to

worry about run-time errors which may occur due to dereferencing NULL. Of course, transformations using

this property must ensure that the non-pointer fields of n are never referenced. Note that this is analogous

to computing an array index which falls outside the bounds of an array, without actually using this index

to access the array. As shown in section 5, this property is often of value when applying various optimizing

and parallelizing transformations. A complete description of how speculative traversability is implemented,

along with an example of how this property can be used to improve loop unrolling, is given in [HG92].

Using ADDS Information

An ADDS declaration expresses important properties that are valuable information. In this section we

discuss three ways in which a compiler can view, and take advantage of, such information.



4.1 As a Trusted Annotation

An ADDS declaration can be viewed much like a code annotation, as a correct piece of information to be

trusted and exploited. In general, taking a given ADDS declaration at face value will enable a more accurate

analysis of a larger class of pointer data structures.

For example, suppose p and q are pointer variables of type pointer to T, and next is a recursively-defined

pointer field within T. Consider the following traversal statement:

p = q->next;

Without accurate information to the contrary, a compiler must conservatively assume that a pointer can

point anywhere, even to itself. Hence in this case, the compiler has to assume that the next field is cyclic,

and thus that p forms a potential alias with q. However, if ADDS was used to declare next as traversing

in either the forward or backward direction, then the compiler would know that the next field is acyclic,

which implies that p and q are not aliases.

4.2 To Guide Existing Analysis Techniques

As discussed earlier, one of the disadvantages of code annotations is that compilers take these on blind

faith. This may cause the compiler to generate incorrect code if an annotation is in fact incorrect. With

ADDS, this can occur in either of two ways: (1) the declaration could simply be wrong, or (2) the data

structure could be under modification, causing a temporary but intentional invalidation of one or more

ADDS properties. Thus, a more conservative approach is to use ADDS to guide or enhance an existing

automatic analysis of the program. The compiler is then still responsible for confirming the validity of an

ADDS declaration, and so will now correctly apply optimizing or parallelizing transformations only when

the necessary ADDS properties are proven to be valid. As a result, invalid ADDS declarations will at worst

lead to no transformations, not incorrect code.

For example, we are extending path matrix analysis [HN90, Hen90] to handle cyclic and more complicated

DAG-like data structures. ADDS is used to tailor the approximation domains and analysis rules which form

the heart of path matrix analysis; more precise approximations lead to more accurate results. Consider the

BinTree and TwoWayList type declarations of Section 2.3. The type declarations will appear identical to

the compiler, and thus identical analyses will be applied, even though the data structures built using these

types are quite different. However, ADDS can be used to differentiate between these two structures, and

tailor a more appropriate analysis in each case. For instance, given a proper ADDS BinTree declaration,

the analysis rules would assume that traversals along left and right are acyclic. If then given the following

traversal sequence (where p and q are variables of type pointer to BinTree):

p = q->left;
p = p->right;

Path matrix analysis would reveal that p and q are not aliases, and in fact that the node pointed to by p is



exactly two traversals away from the node pointed to by q. But an equivalent sequence for a TwoWayList
would yield much different results (p and q are now variables of type pointer to TwoWayList):

p = q->next;

p - p->prev;

In this case, an appropriate ADDS TwoWayList declaration would declare the cycle formed by traversing
forward (next) and then backward (prev). Hence path matrix analysis would correctly reveal that p and q
are aliases after execution of this code fragment.

ADDS should be useful in improving other pointer analysis techniques as well. For example, in a recent
paper it was suggested that ADDS could be used to sharpen the analysis of the Miprac compiler [HA92].
Regardless of which analysis is improved, the result is increased accuracy in a safe, conservative manner.

4.3 In Support of Debugging

An ADDS declaration describes the intended properties of a given data structure, much like an array dec
laration describes the shape and bounds of an array. Armed with this ADDS information, a compiler can
generate various levels of run-time checks to see if the data structure constructed actually adheres to the

intended properties. If ADDS is being used in conjunction with other forms ofanalysis (such as path matrix
analysis), many of these checks can be done at compile-time, with appropriate warnings generated ifdesired.
In the case ofexplicitly parallel code, ADDS information can likewise be used to help detect race conditions

and other types of errors.

5 Transformations Enabled by ADDS

Improved alias analysis will lead to further opportunities for applying both scalar and parallelizing trans
formations. In this section we illustrate the usefulness of ADDS for the application of three useful trans
formations: a scalar transformation, loop-invnriant code motion', a fine-grain loop transformation, software
pipelining-, and a coarse-grain loop transformation, doall parallelism.

5.1 Loop-Invariant Code Motion

Values that do not change during the execution of a loop body are known as loop-tnvariant [ASU87]. If
these values are computed within the body of the loop, this computation can instead be performed outside
and before the loop. This generally serves to increase performance by reducing the number of operations

per iteration, without changing the semantics of the program.

For example, consider the code fragment shown in Figure 7. The pointer variable head denotes the head

of a two-way (non-circular) linked-list. Each node in the list represents a point in 2D space, and contains
the point's x and y coordinates as well as pointers to the next and previous nodes in the list. The code shifts



p = head->next;
while p <> HULL

{ p->x = p->x - head->x;
p = p->next;

>

if p==HULL goto done
load p->x,Rl
load head->x,R2
sub R1,R2,R3

store R3,p->x

load p->next,p
goto II

Figure 7: Code to shift x-axis; equivalent loop in pseudo-assembly.

the origin from (0, 0) to {head->x, 0) by subtracting the x-coordinate of the first point from all remaining
points.

As discussed in Section 4.1, unless the compiler hsis information to the contrary, it will have to conser
vatively assume that the next field is cyclic^. The compiler is then forced to conclude that head and p are
potential aliases, and that a write to p->x is potentially a write to head->x. As a result, the compiler will
be unable to determine that the reference to head->x is in fact loop-invariant.

type TwoWayList [X]
•C Data.t data;

TwoWayList ♦next is uniquely forweurd along X;
TwoWayList ♦prev is backward along X;

>:

Figure 8: ADDS declaration for a generic two-way linked-list.

However, given the ADDS TwoWayList declaration shown in Figure 8, the compiler will know that the
next field is acyclic; a traversal vianext will lead to a node different from all previous nodes. The implication
is that a loop traversing along the next links will never visit the same node twice. From this the compiler
can determine that head and p are never aliases, and hence that head->x is loop-invariant. The resulting
transformation is to move the load of head->x above the loop (i.e. move 13 of the pseudo-assembly code
above II), thereby reducing by one the number of instructions executed every iteration.

5.2 Software Pipelining

If the target architecture supports fine-grain parallelism, as in VLIW and superscalar machines, loops can
often be profitably transformed using software pipelining [RG82, AN88a, AN88b, Lam88, EN89, GWN91].
This technique schedules instructions from different iterations to run in parallel, where a loop with k instruc

tions in the loop body can have as many as k instructions running in parallel (the loop can be unrolled to

increase k [DH79, HG92]). Since each iteration runs serially, dependences within an iteration are preserved;
loop-carried dependences (LCDs) dictate how well a given loop can be pipelined.

^Ingeneral, compilers cannot assume that a while loop will terminate, otherwise theacyclic property ofthenext field would
be obvious.



11 if p==KULL goto done
11.5 load p->next,p'
12 load p->x,Rl
13 load h0ad->x,R2
14 sub R1,R2,R3
15 store R3,p->x
16 load p',p
17 goto 11

Figure 9: Without ADDS; code and resulting software pipeline.

Once again, consider the code discussed in the previous section and shown in Figure 7 (in particular,
consider the pseudo-assembly code). Two loop-carried dependences hinder the initial application of software

pipelining. The first, II on 16(i.e. the next iteration cannot begin until the new value ofp has been loaded),
can be minimized through renaming; see the transformed code of Figure 9. However, without more accurate

information about the data structure, the second LCD cannot be removed. Since the compiler must assume
that the next field is cyclic, there is a (false) loop-carried dependency of 12 on 15 (12 may be loading a
value stored by 15of a previous iteration). Hence 12of iteration i +1 cannot begin until15of iteration t has
completed. As shown pictorially in Figure 9, this severely restricts the parallelism of the resulting software
pipeline; the columns denote different iterations, the rows denote instructions executing in parallel, and the
boxed "statement" represents the new parallel loop body (the copy instruction 16 was removed as part of
the pipelining process [NPW91]). Observe that the new loop body exhibits very little parallelism, yielding
an overall speedup of only 1.5.

11

12 11

10 load head->x,R2 13 12 11

11 load p->next,p' 14 13 12 11
12 if p===NULL goto done

✓-^1
13 load p->x,Rl
14 sub R1.R2,R3 14 13 12 11

15 store R3,p->x
16 load P'.P 15 14 13 12
17 goto 11

15 14 13

15 14

15

Figure 10: With ADDS; code and resulting software pipeline.

The false dependency can be eliminated given the ADDS declaration shown in Figure 8. With this

information, the compiler can conclude that the next field is acyclic, and thus remove the false loop-carried



dependency of the load (12) on the earlier store (15). This reveals the parallelism inherent in processing
the nodes of the list, and enables the profitable application of software pipelining. Additional improvements
result from (I) recognizing that 13 is loop-invariant (as discussed in the previous section) and moving it
above the loop, and (2) using the fact that ADDS structures are speculatively traversable (Section 3.4) to

load the next value of p' (11.5) before the check for HULL (II). The resulting code and software pipeline
are shown in Figure 10. Observe the pipeline now exhibits a perfect speedup of 5.

5.3 Doall Parallelism

As the previous section illustrated, loops which traverse along acyclic structures can be transformed such

that instructions from different iterations can be executed in parallel. However, the situation also arises when

entire iterations can be done in parallel—the processing of nodes in a linked-list or of subtrees in a tree.

This style of doall parallelism is of a larger granularity than what is appropriate for fine-grain architectures.
In this case MIMD-style machines are a more appropriate target.

particles

Leaves

Figure 11; An octree.

An interesting example are the so-called tree-codes, numerical programs that use trees to reduce the

amount of computation. One such code known as the Barnes-Hut algorithm [BH86] (based on the work
of [App85]) performs an N-body simulation of particles in space. The central data structure (shown in
Figure 11) is an octree in which the leaves form a one-way (non-circular) linked-list. The leaves of the

tree represent the particles in space; the interior nodes each denote a single mass which approximates the

behavior of the particles which fall within the mass's octants in space. For each step of the simulation, the
dominating computation is the calculation of the force on each particle due to the gravitational effect of the
other particles. Normally an OiN^) sequential operation using arrays (where N is the number ofparticles),
the octree reduces this to an 0{NlogN) sequential operation by computing forces using interior nodes when
particles and approximating masses are "well-separated."



The force computation loop is easily written as a while loop that traverses along the linked-list of leaves,
using the octree to compute the force on each particle. One source of large-grain parallelism then is the
processing of subtrees in parallel. Another source is the processing of nodes along the linked-list; since the
list is acyclic and the particles are not updated until after all forces have been calculated, the iterations of
the force computation loop can be done simultaneously. Thus, the octree possesses three essential properties
that should be described to the compiler; the disjointness ofa node's subtrees, the acyclicness ofthe linked-
list, and the dependence between the linked-list and the subtrees. The following ADDS declaration captures
these properties:

type Octree [DoBn][Leaves]
{ Data.t data;

Octree *sub[8] is uniquely forward along Down;
Octree ♦next is uniquely forwaird along Leaves;

};

To demonstrate the usefulness of ADDS, the previous ADDS declaration was used to guide the paral-
lelization of node processing along the leaves [HHN92b]. Knowing that the next field is acyclic allows the
compiler to detect that all iterations of the force computation loop are independent and can be performed
in parallel. This in turn enables the loop to be transformed by strip-mining by the number of processors
[Lov77, PW86], and then running the inner loop in parallel in doall fashion'*. In other words, each iteration
of the transformed loop now processes k particles in parallel, where k is the number of processing elements
in the target machine; the code is shown in Figure 12. After transforming (in similar fashion) a second loop
which updates each particle's velocity and position, the resulting program was run on a Sequent multipro
cessor. Assuming only 80 time steps and 512 particles (these are not considered large values), a speedup of
four was achieved on seven PEs. This is a good speedup considering that a simple scheduling strategy was
used, and the parallelism inherent wiihtn a force computation (i.e. taking advantage of the tree) was not
exploited.

/♦ loop to process particles ♦/

P - pearticles;
while p <> KULL

i

/* process k particles ♦/

forall i = 0 to k-1

iterationd, p, root);
/♦ skip ahead k nodes ♦/

for i = 0 to k-1

p •= p->next;

}

/♦ code executed by each PE ♦/

procedure iteratioa(PE, p, root)

/♦ traverse to my particle ♦/

for j = 1 to PE

p = p->next;

/» compute force ♦/

if p <> SULL
p->force = forceCp, root);

}

Figure 12: Transformed force calculation loop for N-Body simulation.

*This is only one ofmany ways oforganizing theparallel computation.



6 Conclusions

Although difficult to analyze with traditional methods, many pointer data structures exhibit important prop
erties which can be exploited for optimization and parallelization purposes (as well as debugging support).
These properties are often known to the programmer, yet are not readily available to the compiler. This
lack of information hinders the development of accurate alias analysis and thus restricts the transformations

that can be applied to codes using pointer data structures. In this paper we demonstrated how an abstract

description technique (ADDS) can be used to accurately describe a wide variety of pointer data structures.

Further, we discussed various ways in which such description information can be used by a compiler: (1) as

an annotation to be trusted, (2) to guide existing analysis techniques, and (3) in support of debugging. Fi

nally, we presented examples of three important transformations enabled by our approach—loop-invariant
code motion, software pipelining, and doall parallelism.

Developing ADDS declarations is quite intuitive, and requires only minimal, localized program annota
tion. ADDS is also a small addition to existing pointer-based, imperative programming languages such as
Ada, C, and FORTRAN 90. Given the growing use of such languages, the importance of ADDS (and similar

techniques) will no doubt increase as well.

Ongoing work includes extending ADDS to handle data structures declared using multiple node typ^,
formally defining the class ofdata structures describable using ADDS, and incorporatingADDS and extended
path matrix analysis (with debugging support) into an ANSI C compiler.
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